
1 Introduction 
The slot antenna m y  cut on air tilled rectangular waveguide is widely used. Since 

accurate design equation and procedures are established 11-31, an array with large 
element can be designed withod mush difficulties. However. the manufacturing E D S ~  i s  
high as compared with other planar antennu such as patch antennas. Integration with 
other planar circuit and active device are also issues that limit waveguide slot antenna 
to specific applications. 

The spacing between each radiation slot is usually choose to be half wavelenglh in 
&filled waveguide. The spacin$ Is determined solely by the waveguide dimension 
and is too long if large scan degree is required for the array. The slots on dielectric- 
filled rectangular waveguide i P  B way to reduce the distance bctween radiation 
elements. In [4], the equivalent c h i t  ofradiating slots is computed by FDTD 

Since the current at the side Wall of TElO mode redangular waveguide is in the 
venicsl direction only, a linea m y  of vias EW provide a good path for side wall 
c m n t ,  Thc laminated or subsbate integrated waveguide (SIW) proposed at [S-61 
provides B good method to pmduec rectangular waveguides in conventional PCB 
P ~ O E ~ S S  or LTCC pmcesses. Since there are naNral dielectric filling in these 
waveguides, the element spacing can also be reduced. By using there process, the cost 
of manufachuing can be reduced and integration with other planar circuit and active 
device is easy A slot m a y  antema using SIW is presented at [7]. 

In the d e s i p  of planar array antenna, the microstrip line has quite a large loss. 
Since SIW has a lower loss as compared with microstrip line when same s u b s "  is 
used, In [SI, SIW instead of microstrip line is used to feed each patch element using 
LTCC pmess. Due 10 lhs high dielecvic constant in LTCC, additional vias are placed 
around the patch antenna to prevent wave propagation along the substrate direction. 
Since SIW has B clear benefit over microstrip line in the feed smcrure, it would be 
nature to use slot antenna on SIW instead ofpatch antenna BS radiating elemcnl. Before 
the array can be designed, the equivalent circuit of a single radiating dot i s  required. 
The slot antcnna~ on SIW with different offset arc fabricated on Rogerr R04003 
substrate. A double taper microsmp line to waveguide transition modified from [9] is 
used for probing. The same circuits are also simulated by an MOM simulator, the 
Agilent Momentum for comparison wilh measured results. 

The equivalent model of IongiNdinal radiating slot and equations to calculate its 
equivalent circuits from scattering parameters are given in Sec. 2. The measurement 
and simulation procedure and results me given in Sec. 3. And finally, the conclusion in 
Sec. 4. 
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Large arrays with hundred of slots can be designed in BD efficient manner using 
Elliot's method of design [I-31. This method is based on that the scattering from the 
dots on the waveguide wall can be model as a shunt or series equivalent circuits 
depending on the dircction and location of the slot. For a longirvdinal dot, it can be 
modelled as a shunt equivalent circuit as shown in Fig. 1. The scanering parameters at 
the reference plane that is located at the centre of the slot are related to the shunt 
equivalent circuit as 

Equivalent model of radiating slats 

S , , = S , , = - x a n d S  2 + y i c .  2 1 -  -S Lu-l+s,> - (1) 

%!?n = (1- ]), (2) 

and Go is the characteristic adminance of the waveguide. With measured scanezing 
parameten, the normalized admittance can be calculated using 

Go & I  

Similar expression that use both SI1 and SI1 can be obtained. The adminaace of a 
dot depends on its offretx, lenglh I and frequency. The admittance of can be expressed 
as the following for easy observation of iu behaviour versus these vaiables[ IO], 

g(r )h (y )=g(x ) [h , ( y )+ jh*(y ) l  (3) Y(=,y)LG. G + j B  
Go Go G, 

_ _ _ _ =  

where x is the offset of the slot,' I i s  the slot length, g(x)=G,(x) iGo i s  the 
normalized resonant conductance, y= l / l , ( x , f )  i s  the ratio of length to resonant 

length, ! , (r ,J)=N2m(x)  is the remnant length. h ( y ) = [ h , ( y ) +  j h > ( y ) ] = -  IS the 

ratio ofthe slat admittance to the resonant conductance. 

G+ j B  

G, 

When the waveguide has dielectric filling, its re~onanl slot length cui be estimated 
by i = a / m .  (4) 

3 
3.1 Measurement and simulation proedurer 

The slot antennas on SIW with different offsets are fabricated an Rugen R04003 
substate. The dielectric constant is 3.38 with substrate thickness of 8 mil and 1 7 ~  
thick metal. The distance between two linear mays of vias is 150 mil which will be 
used as the waveguide width later. The diameter of each via is 12 mil and the dismce 
behvsen each via is also 12 mil. The initial guess of slot length at 30 GHz using (4) is 
130 mil. The slot width is 10 mil. Seven 8101 antemas with different offset staning 
from 5 mil to 35 mil is fabricated. Double taper micmseip line to waveguide 
transitions modified fmm [9] is connected a1 both p n s  af waveguide to convm 
waveguide to microstrip line. The microstrip line is used for input and output poru: 
because two GSG probes and a Carcade probe station are used to pmbe the eimuit for 
scamring matrix measurement. A set of TRL calibration set that move the refermce 
plane lo the middle of the waveguide section is also fabricated. AEler the reference 
plane is mow into the desired reference plane using calibration method, 
scanenng parameters are used to calculate the equivalent circuit ofradiating slot using 
(2). In the meanwhile, reanering matrices of all circuits ( inc lubg  circuits in the TRL 
calibration kit) between microstrip ports are simulated using Agilsnt M o m a m .  The 
simulated results are processed in the same way as measured Scanerkg nmrices. 

Results from measurement and  simulation 
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3.2 Results 
The mal paR and imaginary p m  of the equivalent circuit of a radiating slot that is 

130 mil long, I O  mil width and with 10 mil offset are show in Fig. 2. Both the 
measured and simulated rcsults are given. Thcy are shown to be in good agreement. 
The iesrmant frequency fan be dearly identified as 32.5GHz whtre the imgi- part 
is zero. The resonant frequency i s  a link depart from 30 GHz. The resonant slot 
admittance  ers sus the ratio gf slot length I to remnant length Iris given in Fig. 3(a) and 
3@). Compared with the dot admittance given in [4], we found the admittance exhibits 
a stronger dependence on the slot length which me- the bandwidth of our slot 
antenna is smaller. This is due to that the dielceVic constant of OUT subomate (3.38) is 
higher than the dielectric constant (2.1) in [4]. The variation of normalized resmant 
conductance and rcsomnt length versus normalized slot offset (which is x divided by 
waveguide width) is given in Fig. 3(e) and 3(d). They also have a suoonger dependence 
on the offset as compared with corresponding values in (41. Also please note that 
normalized resonant conducrance started to decrease when normalized slot offset i s  
larger than 0.1. This may due to that whm the dot is cut in the broad wall of SIW, lhe 
cwent distribution deviated from the original TElo mode. As the slot affset is 
increased, the deviation may be larger. The current in the n m w  wall will no longer in 
the venical direction only. This will then d e  the variation of admittance different 
from that of standard meal rectangular waveguide. 

2 Conclusions 
ln this paper, we presented the equivalent circuits of a IwgiNdind radiatins slot on 

the broad wall of SIW. These equivalent circuits are obtained h m  bath measurement 
rewits and simulatian. Results a p e d  well in calculated equivalent circuit values. 
These dam will later be used in the design of planar array antenna using these slots as 
radiating elements. 
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side -wall "of subshate integrated 
waveguide ( S I W )  and is equivalent 
circuit. Two double taper microstrip line 
to waveguide transitions are also shown 

-1.. . -i ~ 3 ~ 1 ~ ~ ~. i .. . . . i . . . -1 
-'.b yi I 10 1, e4 

1 4 W l H Z )  

Fig. 2. The real pm and imaginary p m  
of the equivalent circuit of a I30 mil 
long d a t i n g  slot with 10 mil offset. 
Both measured and simulated rssuID BIT 
given 

(4 
Fig. 3. (a) GiGr versus INr, (b) BiGr versus /A? (e) normalized resonant conductance versus 

normalized offset (d) normalized resonant length vetsus normalized offset for a 
longioldinal slot in SIW at 30GHz 
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